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A conversation starter to 
help you talk about cancer 

How to
talk about 
cancer 



With a topic as complex as cancer 
there are many questions . And, it 
can get overwhelming. You might 
not know where to start and how 
to work through the questions you 
have – as someone interested to  learn 
more about cancer , or as the person 
diagnosed with cancer or the person in 
their  support network . 

In some cultures, cancer 
is still a taboo subject and 
universally, for many of us, it’s 
tough and uncomfortable. Yet, 
talking about cancer openly 
raises awareness, improves 
outcomes, and can ultimately 
save lives. 

There are no hard rules on 
how to talk about cancer just 
as there is no ‘right way’ or 
‘wrong way’ for you and your 
family and friends to cope 
with cancer. 

This is only meant as a guide 
for you to find the best way to 
start talking about cancer. 

Let’s start a 
conversation. 
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T alking about  
cancer in general  
We encour age you to use your 
voice and talk t o your family, 
friends and network. Having 
personal conversations about 
an issue that important to you 
can be incredibly powerful in 
raising awareness and 
understanding of cancer, and 
ultimately creating action. 

Not sure where to start? Take a 
look at the Key Issues on the World 
Cancer Day website which can 
help to spark a new and perhaps 
surprising conversation about 
cancer.

Visit  
worldcancerday.org/keyissues 
for more information. 
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Talking to someone 
with cancer
For a person diagnosed with cancer, 
friends, families and colleagues 
can play a major role in providing 
emotional, social and practical 
support. 

Take your cue from the person 
as everyone deals with their own 
cancer diagnosis and journey 
di�erently.  Even if you’re not 
sure about how best to approach 
the conversation, sometimes it’s 
better to talk than avoiding the 
conversation altogether. 

The following suggestions may help 
you approach your conversations so 
you feel best prepared. 

Preparation 
• Try to process your own feelings

beforehand

• Be aw are that your own
experiences can a�ect how you
react

• Learn about the diagnosis
through reliable sources so that
you’re as informed as possible

Be open  
• Spend time with the person

• Ask if  they would like to talk
about their experience

• Let them decide what and how
much to share

• Be willing to talk about their
experiences and allow the other
to share their fears

• Be available to talk as often as
they wish, and be sensitive if the
person would like space

• T alk about things other than
cancer

O�ering support 
• O�er assistance, even with small

tasks and check what would be
most helpful (sometimes people
have an abundance of food, but
no-one to walk the dog)

• Ask if  they would like help. If so,
o�er help in specific, concrete
ways and follow up on your
commitment
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Some further guidance for 
consideration: 
• Avoid comparing their situation

with those of other people
you may know with cancer, in
particular sharing “doom and
gloom” stories

• Avoid talking in generalities
about the odds of recovery
or survival, or downplay the
situation

• Try not to show false optimism or
hope

• Avoid using language that may
inadvertently make the person
feel guilty (e.g. “You can beat
this”, “You must fight”, “Don’t give
up”)

• Avoid asking distressing
questions like “How long have
you got?”

• Avoid bringing up new,
alternative cures you may have
read about

• Avoid bringing religion into the
conversation

• Respect their privacy and let
them tell others

• Avoid making the conversation
centred around you and
overburdening them with your
own feelings

• Apologise without de fensiveness
if you feel you have said
something wrong

• T ake your cues from them at
any particular moment – some
days may be better for talking
and other days they may not feel
like talking, and some people
are more open and others more
private

• Respect their choices and avoid
imposing your own opinions of
what you think you would do in
regards to treatment and care

• Lis ten if they are upset rather
than rushing to cheer them up

What you might say when 
you’re not sure what to say:
• “I’m not sure what to say, but if

there is anything that I can do to
help, I am here for you.”

• “I’m very sorry to hear you’re
going through this.”

•  “If you just want to talk, I am
happy to listen.”

• “Always feel free to let me know if
you want or need anything.”

• “I heard what’s happening, and
I’m sorry”

Some questions you can ask: 
• “How are you doing?”

• “Tell me what you would you like
me to do to help”

• “Do you want to talk about it?”
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Talking about cancer 
in the workplace 
• If you work with someone or

employ someone with cancer,
explore ways to support your
team member to continue to
actively contribute

• Consider job modifications such
as job sharing, working from
home, flexible hours etc.

• Explore and consider offering
workplace support programmes

• Be considerate of the information
your team member or colleague
wishes to share with others

• Ask them  type of support
they would elcome

• Provide support to co-workers
and give them the opportunity to
express their anxiety and feelings

• Keep the conversation open and
honest 

Talking  to children
Speaking to children about cancer 
isn’t always easy but it is important 
to address any concerns or anxiety 
they may have. For parents and 
teachers alike, there are ways in 
which children can learn about 
cancer in a supportive environment. 

• Be honest

• Children r espond well to specific
details

• Use simple language

• Explain where the cancer  is in the
body, how it will be treated, that
it cannot be caught and it is not
their fault

• Explain why  they may not be able
to play or do the things they are
normally used to with you or the
person they know with cancer

• Repeat your explanations

• Encourage ques tions and
respond to each question
specifically

• Ask them about their f eelings

• List en to their fears

• Assure them the y will be loved
and cared for, whatever happens

• Updat e them with small pieces
of news rather than everything at
once
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Talking about cancer 
when you have cancer
• You don’t have to tell to everyone 

about your diagnosis but it is an 
opportunity to be open with your 
trusted, loved ones 

• Rely on people close to you who 
you feel comfortable talking to. 
It’s also okay to not share this 
information with everyone

• Keep the lines of communication 
open: make a regular schedule to 
have private, quiet conversations 
where you won’t be distracted or 
rushed  

• Be open to talking about more 
di�cult topics such as fear of 
recurrence or financial concerns 

• Don’t hesitate to ask for support 
but know that it’s okay if you 
don’t know what support you 
might need

• And, if on days and moments 
you don’t feel like talking about 
cancer, that’s okay too.    

For more information 
and guidance, 
explore the following 
resources: 
https://www.cancer.net/coping-with-
cancer/talking-with-family-and-friends/
talking-about-cancer/talking-with-
someone-who-has-cancer

https://www.cancer.net/coping-with-
cancer/talking-with-family-and-friends/
talking-about-cancer/talking-with-your-
spouse-or-partner-about-cancer

https://www.cancer.org/treatment/
understanding-your-diagnosis/talking-
about-cancer/when-someone-you-
know-has-cancer.html

https://health.clevelandclinic.org/how-
to-talk-and-comfort-someone-with-
cancer/

https://www.macmillan.org.uk/
information-and-support/coping/talking-
about-cancer/talking-to-children/
explaining-cancer.html#308667

https://www.cancercouncil.com.au/
wp-content/uploads/2016/04/UC-pub-
Talking-to-Kids-About-Cancer-CAN737-
lo-res_amended-April-2016.pdf 

https://www.cancer.org/treatment/
understanding-your-diagnosis/talking-
about-cancer/telling-others-about-your-
cancer.html

https://www.nccn.org/patients/
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Thank you  
for supporting  

World Cancer Day. 

For more information and the latest 
news, sign up to our newsletter at 
worldcancerday.org 

Have questions? Email us at  
hello@worldcancerday.org

facebook.com/worldcancerday

instagram.com/worldcancerday

twitter.com/uicc 

World Cancer Day is an initiative of the  
Union for International Cancer Control. 

Visionary 
partner

Champion 
partners


